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These days, lots of organizations are using Exchange Server to maintain a proper communicative
environment and Outlook emailing client can be easily used with the Exchange. With the usage of
Outlook, users can easily share emails, schedules, calendar events etc within in the organization
and outsiders too. Sometimes, users need to export data from Exchange mailboxes to Outlook
mailboxes without stopping Exchange Server communication then, they think â€˜how to export
Exchange Mailbox 2007, Exchange Mailbox 2003 etc to Outlook PSTâ€™ effortlessly, safely, and
conveniently.

Export Exchange Mailboxes to PST

Exchange 2000 and Exchange 2003 provides EX-Merge utility to export Exchange mailboxes to
PST Outlook but, to export Exchange 2007 (SP1) data this facility is not available, with Export-
Mailbox Powershell command users can export entire data from Exchange to Outlook.

Some Pre -requisites For Using This Command

Check, you are using client which is installed with x32 bit management tools.

You should use Outlook 2003 (SP2 or grater), If you will not fulfill these two requirements then, you
will receive the error:

You are running on a 64-bit computer. To export to or import from a .pst file, you must be running a
32-bit computer that has Outlook 2003 SP2 or later install

If you do not want to see such errors on your computer screen then, use Exchange 2007 (SP1).

Export Whole Mailbox Database of Exchange to Outlook

With the usage of Powershell command, Exchange 2007 users can seamlessly export data to
Outlook PST from Exchange mailboxes.But there are some limitations with this command:

You must have Outlook 2003 because you cannot use converted data into other versions of Outlook.

Users must be technically skilled otherwise usage of command might leave the user at hectic
situation; it can also be resulted as data loss. Users can encounter error message sited below:

Error code: -1056749110, this mailbox exceeded the maximum number of corrupted items specified
for this move mailbox operation.

It means the threshold limit for damaged items is zero and user must try to update the limit.
Baditemlimit 10002 shows the end of the exportation of EDB to PST Outlook. Experts can export
Exchange mailboxes to Outlook but, less-techie persons cannot apply these methods for exporting
EDB into PST. It is better to use some simple, effective, and authentic commercial application to cut
down the query how to export Exchange Mailbox 2007 efficiently. Export Notes software is one of
the powerful applications to export Exchange Server to Outlook without losing any data.

http://www.exchangemailboxtopst.edbtopst.org/
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http://www.exchangeimport.com/importoutlookpstfromexchangemailbox.html

http://www.exchangeexport.net/
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Maichaljuly - About Author:
a Exchange Import, Exchange Recovery etc applications are designed to cut down issues raised in
Exchange environment. In the similar domain, a Exchange Export tool comes which has expertise to
resolve the query how to export Exchange mailbox 2007 to PST.
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